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G. B. Grier’s debut international thriller novel, ATON, is shocking in its plausibility and its
candor—Americans are in for the mother-of-all wake-up calls. Anything but linear, anything but flat, and
anything but formulaic, and complete with plenty of grit, and an unceasing eye for detail, the author offers a
plot full of action, irony, international intrigue, and something akin to unrequited love as a forty-year-old
romance is magically rekindled. The book is one of desperate pursuit and venomous, winner-take-all
aggression, irreversibly spiraling through the vortex of a super-charged rescue attempt at the highest levels of
the U.S. government. At the heart of it all, two former Vietnam Army pilots past their prime find their lives
changed as they are suddenly tasked with somehow solving a “Mission Impossible” scenario to intercede in
an already underway international terrorists’ plan to kidnap the First Lady. As the action of the kidnapping
plot, though commandeered by the past, thickens during the frenzied twenty-four hour tale, a treasonous
opportunity by members of both Congress and the White House staff to hijack the presidency is ignited.
Naval Intelligence under direct orders from the Oval Office finds itself desperately time-limited to not only
locate and secure a lone high school teacher suspected of terrorism, but also to somehow
uncompromisingly—and quickly—convert her loyalty to the American effort. Fyodor Norlav, whose life has
been an experience in complete frustration, certainly hates America, not unlike one Hawa Hussein, who is
also out for American blood, except that Fyodor finds himself during this crisis playing second fiddle, where
he’ll be given an opportunity to accomplish Hawa’s explosive mission. Terrorism in the United States
dominates us because unlike all previous national conflicts, America cannot control it. Terrorism has no
location, no geographical borders. It exists as a philosophy, and recruitment is highly magnetic in that it
promises everything to individuals who have nothing. Cleverly examining terrorism from opposing angles
through motives, dogmas, and alluding to history itself, Grier gives the reader a transparent glimpse into
what the future of terrorism possibly holds for America and the western world as we know it. Readers come
away with more than just a great story with unforgettable characters; they come away with a realization that
terrorism can strike anyone, anywhere, at any time. Not without wit and humor, Grier blends international,
non-secular tensions with a vast array of timely innuendo to offer a book of intrigue that aptly paints the very
thin line between love and hate, and war and peace.
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From reader reviews:

Candy Yazzie:

The ability that you get from ATON: A Novel may be the more deep you searching the information that hide
within the words the more you get serious about reading it. It doesn't mean that this book is hard to recognise
but ATON: A Novel giving you thrill feeling of reading. The writer conveys their point in a number of way
that can be understood through anyone who read the item because the author of this e-book is well-known
enough. This specific book also makes your personal vocabulary increase well. That makes it easy to
understand then can go along with you, both in printed or e-book style are available. We highly recommend
you for having this specific ATON: A Novel instantly.

James Jean:

The book ATON: A Novel will bring you to the new experience of reading a new book. The author style to
describe the idea is very unique. In case you try to find new book to learn, this book very suitable to you. The
book ATON: A Novel is much recommended to you to read. You can also get the e-book through the official
web site, so you can more readily to read the book.

Steve Franklin:

Do you one of the book lovers? If so, do you ever feeling doubt if you are in the book store? Aim to pick one
book that you find out the inside because don't ascertain book by its protect may doesn't work this is difficult
job because you are frightened that the inside maybe not because fantastic as in the outside look likes. Maybe
you answer is usually ATON: A Novel why because the great cover that make you consider about the
content will not disappoint an individual. The inside or content is usually fantastic as the outside or maybe
cover. Your reading 6th sense will directly show you to pick up this book.

Rosa Felton:

This ATON: A Novel is great publication for you because the content which can be full of information for
you who also always deal with world and also have to make decision every minute. That book reveal it data
accurately using great arrange word or we can claim no rambling sentences in it. So if you are read the item
hurriedly you can have whole data in it. Doesn't mean it only gives you straight forward sentences but tough
core information with splendid delivering sentences. Having ATON: A Novel in your hand like finding the
world in your arm, information in it is not ridiculous one particular. We can say that no book that offer you
world inside ten or fifteen second right but this book already do that. So , it is good reading book. Hey Mr.
and Mrs. hectic do you still doubt this?
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